BEAUTY OR BRAINS- The Vital Ingredient For Success
Beauty always adds to brain. Beauty alone is never capable of achieving
something, beauty is all about your personality. What kind of person you are
and brain is required to utilize this beauty in a better way. So, beauty and
brains can go together. Beauty is God gifted we can't change our outer
appearance but we definitely change our inner appearance. An example of
inner beauty is Nelson Mandela he was a great man with great thoughts and a
beautiful soul. According to me, outer appearance is not important but
intelligence is.

When we go to an interview, interviewer first gives importance to our outward
appearance and at that time beauty plays a major role, when he asks a
question we answer him by using brain not with beauty, at that time brain
plays a major role.

There are so many examples of beauty with brains like if you take the example
of Aishwarya Rai Bachchan who acts in movies, doesn't that beautiful woman
took her career so high? Taking the example of the Facebook CEO Mark
Zuckerberg, Don't you guys think he is beautiful? Is beauty only judged by his
looks and not his talent?

We should see the two qualities differently. And for some beauty is the key to
get successful and for some brain is the key to become successful, so these two
should be judged separately, hard work matters.

Somewhere beauty and brains go together; beauty is not only matter of the
face. Physical beauty only refers to physical appearance instead inner beauty
refers to the person’s creativity. Here the brain is not only about knowledge
and talent.

In my opinion, beauty is nothing to do with brains. Beauty is not a matter of
physical appearance but it comes from inside. A man with sharp brain is liked
by everyone and is beautiful too.

Beauty and brains is undoubtedly a unique combination to excel in the life.
When coming to the debate, the brain has an upper say over beauty. The inner
beauty of the person can make one succeed, but the external looks alone
cannot excel in life. Brain undoubtedly has the stronger domination to rule the
world in comparison to the external outlook and beauty.
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